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Britta Teckentrup

The big and the small hedgehog
Just wait a moment!
A lovely bedtime story that gets your kids ready for the night
In the evening the big and the small hedgehog are on their way
home. If only there wouldn’t be so much to see…
The small hedgehog really has to wait and look
before the sun goes down,
before it gets dark,
before they have seen the owl,
before the moon and the stars are rising
and so forth.
32 pages, hardcover
21,5 x 28,5 cm
Colour throughout
From 3 years onwards
All rights available

The walk gets longer and the way becomes more and more
beautiful. Until small hedgehog falls asleep and has to be carried
home by big hedgehog.

The artist:
Britta Teckentrup, born in 1969
in Hamburg, studied Visual Arts
in London. She is author and
illustrator of many picture books
as well as non-fiction picture
books and has received numerous
awards. Her books have been
translated into a lot of different
languages. Today she lives in
Berlin with her Scottish husband
and her son Vincent.

Just wait a moment! is a wonderful picture book about spending
time and enjoying things together, a book about nothing special,
but the intimate relationship of parents and children.
Britta Teckentrup’s great illustrations lend this classical children’s
book topic a very warm and especially gentle atmosphere!

For more information:
Verlagshaus Jacoby & Stuart
Foreign Rights & Licenses
Maria Holtrop
maria.holtrop@jacobystuart.de
Phone: +49 30 47 37 47 920
www.jacobystuart.de

Other great books for younger children by Britta Teckentrup

Join the Bunny Family for a busy day in their home town, on
a fun-filled farm adventure, at the construction site and at
the harbour. There are so many things to discover on every
single spread! From the time they wake up until the time they
go to sleep, there is so much to see and do.
Don‘t forget to keep an eye out for that pesky Benny Badger—
he is always up to no good!
With a fresh and adorable illustration style and so many
details this picture book begs to be read again and again.
English, Chinese (simplified and complex) and Russian
rights sold, all other rights available

Little Mouse must cross the dark woods to get home. But
there are many dangerous animals lurking! Can Little Mouse
find his family? Or will he be caught by the bright-eyed
creatures hiding along the way?
With peek-a-boo die cuts that encourage children to guess
which woodland animal will appear next, this is sure to be
a read-aloud favorite.
Dutch, Korean, Spanish, French, Chinese (simplified
characters) and English world rights sold, all other rights
available

It’s cold in the woods, and it’s time for Little Bear to start his
winter sleep. But not before he has said good night to all of
his special forest friends — badger, deer, rabbit, mouse, fox,
owl, squirrel, and wolf. After all these good byes Little Bear
can happily fall asleep in his warm and cozy den all snuggled
up to his mother… knowing that his friends will watch out for
him during his long winter’s sleep.

In this mysterious Lift-the-flap Board book the adventure
starts on the cover, where the reader is invited to open a door
and follow the child into the magical land. On every spread
there is one door (or more) to be opened that takes you from
the beautiful garden to spooky places and a castle where a
prince is held captured. Together they are strong and find
their way into the freedom!

French, Japanese, Chinese (simplified characters) and
English world rights sold, all other rights available

All rights available

Dieter Böge & Sarah Locher

What I do not know

If you don’t ask, you don’t even know what you don’t know

40 pages, hardcover
29,7 x 21 cm
Colour throughout
From 4 years onwards
All rights available

The mysterious Dr. Domino, who lives with his cat in a mobile
home and is supposed to know everything, has made a list of
everything that he doesn‘t know after all, like for example:

Does a polar bear know that it is white?
What does a blackbird think when it sings?
What does my cat know about me?

The author:
Dieter Böge, born in 1958, is a
picture book author, painter,
illustrator and teacher.
His book 189 was shortlisted for
the German Youth Literature Prize
in 2021.
The illustrator:
Sarah Locher, born in 1994,
studied illustration at the
Hamburg University of Applied
Sciences. Since then she has been
working as a freelance illustrator
for various book and magazine
publishers.

The clear, happy pictures by Sarah Locher and the subtle text
by Dieter Böge make this book a book for the whole family, that
makes you ask yourselves even more new questions.
For more information:
Verlagshaus Jacoby & Stuart
Foreign Rights & Licenses
Maria Holtrop
maria.holtrop@jacobystuart.de
Phone: +49 30 47 37 47 920
www.jacobystuart.de

Cai Schmitz-Weicht & Ka Schmitz
in cooperation with Amnesty International

The General Declaration of Human rights
for young people
In this book all 30 articles of the Declaration of Human Rights are
explained in a child-friendly manner and illustrated with many
examples from our daily life.
Article 7: All people are equal before the law and are entitled
without any discrimination to equal protection by the law, is easy
to understand by children when you say that also a king can be
stopped by the police if he drives too fast.

72 pages, hardcover
18 x 18 cm
Colour throughout
From 9 years onwards
All rights available

Artikel 7
‘'alle
Gesetze
allegleich
gleich
Gesetze
sindsind
fürfur
In Gesetzen
stehen
Regeln. Dieses
Regeln
sind sind für
In Gesetzen
stehen
Regeln.
Dieses
Regeln
für alle Menschen gleich. Sie schützen alle
alle Menschen
gleich. Sie schützen alle Menschen.
Menschen. Und alle müssen sich daran halten.
Und alle
müssen
sich
daran
halten.
Niemand darf durch die Regeln besser oder
schlechter
behandelt
als andere
Menschen.
Niemand
darf durch
diewerden
Regeln
besser
oder schlechter
behandelt werden als andere Menschen.

Or for example: article 24: Everyone has the right to rest and
leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours and
paid holidays. Children will be happy to read that they have a
right for free time and to a private life with their own secrets.

The author:
Cai Schmitz-Weicht is a
copywriter and author. During her
studies in literature she learned
how to write about complex
topics in an understandable way.
This is what she still does today for books, information materials
and specialist texts.
The illustrator:
Ka Schmitz is an illustrator
and comic artist. She illustrates
picture books and draws pictures
at live Events. Always with a focus
on emotions and empowerment,
even when it comes to difficult
issues such as violence or
discrimination.

Artikel 1
1.
Alle
Menschen sind
wertvoll
Alle
Menschen
sind
wertvoll
Deshalb haben alle die gleichen Rechte. Und die
Deshalb
haben alle die gleichen Rechte. Und die
gleichen Freiheiten. Und alle verdienen Respekt. Das
gleichen
Freiheiten.
Und alle verdienen Respekt.
Fachwort dafür
ist „Menschenwürde“.
Das
Fachwort
dafür
ist „Menschenwürde“.
Alle Menschen
sollen
gut miteinander
umgehen und
sich gegenseitig
helfen.
Alle
Menschen
sollen gut miteinander umgehen
und sich gegenseitig helfen.

This colourful book does not only show children what their rights
are, but also makes them aware of what is wrong and what is
right.

For more information:
Verlagshaus Jacoby & Stuart
Foreign Rights & Licenses
Maria Holtrop
maria.holtrop@jacobystuart.de
Phone: +49 30 47 37 47 920
www.jacobystuart.de

Wolfgang Korn

Globalopoly

You have no chance - so use it!
Can you save the world with a game?
At least that‘s what Ellen (17, American), Nihar (18, Indian),
Fatima (17, Egyptian) and Mark (17, German) are trying.
They have teamed up on the internet shortly after the global
pandemic because they wanted to warn of further threats to
our planet. They have developed the risk game Globalopoly: It
demonstrates how globalisation invokes new worldwide crises
and catastrophes and creates a widening gap between the rich
and the poor.
Because of this game they are invited to an UN conference in
Mexico City. But when they realize that nobody is listening to
them seriously, they try to hide in the city, helped by the shoe
shiner Pedro. They know that everybody will think they were
kidnapped and so they would finally receive some attention.
After a few days, all of a sudden, Ellen’s father, a US software
developer, is there and picks them up. How did he find them?
And why is he actually so interested in their game, Globalopoly?
This is the beginning of an odyssey that takes the four across the
globe and finally to Auroville in southern India.
Globalopoly is a political thriller for young people that addresses
the dark side of modern technologies, criticizes capitalist
globalization and illustrates the outrage of young people about
the cynicism of the powerful.

280 pages, hardcover
14,2 x 21 cm
From 14 years onwards
All rights available
The author:
Wolfgang Korn, born in 1958, is
a journalist and successful and
multiple award-winning
non-fiction author. He became
well known with his book Die
Weltreise einer Fleeceweste.
In 2009 he received the German
Youth Literature Prize in the nonfiction category for Das Rätsel der
Varusschlacht. Globalopoly is his
first young adult novel.

For more information:
Verlagshaus Jacoby & Stuart
Foreign Rights & Licenses
Maria Holtrop
maria.holtrop@jacobystuart.de
Phone: +49 30 47 37 47 920
www.jacobystuart.de

Eva Rottmann

Mats and Milad

Or: News from the arse-end of the World
About young love and old hate
Mathilda’s first meeting with Milad is rather shocking: She has
to tear him off the rails at the last moment before a train arrives!
But it turns out, that he did not want to kill himself, he just
wanted to get a kick and feel he is alive.
Mats, as Mathilda calls herself, and Milad like each other almost
from the first moment they’ve met. She, the outsider in her
school, he who works in the garage of his dad, who originally is
from Lebanon. They could be a pair. Could – if it weren’t for the
beautiful Alex, who didn’t miss the fact that Milad looks pretty
good on the one hand. And – on the other hand – for David, who
has fallen in love with Mats, but also hangs out with the Nazi
gang of the town.
This gang really becomes active when it turns out that the
asylum seekers’ home in the neighbouring city is asbestos
contaminated and the refugees have to be relocated to the
sport hall of their village. More and more the citizens become
concerned because of the “hordes of foreigners” who might
come to town.
And when the sport hall goes up in flames, everything gets out of
control ...

240 pages, hardcover
14,2 x 21 cm
From 12 years onwards
All rights available
The author:
Eva Rottmann, born in 1983 in
Wertheim, lives with her children
in Zurich, writes plays and fiction,
develops her own performances
and theater projects, brings
literature into schools and
works as a teacher at the Zurich
University of the Arts. She has
received several awards for her
work.

Mats and Milad is a strong young adult novel with fast and funny
dialogues. And it deals with the important topic of xenophobia in
a so far well-functioning town in Germany…
From the press:
It‘s a novel about growing up and first love, about belonging and about right-wing populism. [...] In her debut novel [...] Eva
Rottmann tells a story about growing up in a sympathetic way.
Elisa Katt, Fränkische Nachrichten
Shortlisted for the renowned Paul Maar Prize 2021, from
the German Academy for Children‘s and Young People‘s
Literature.
From the jury:
Rottmann cleverly combines the friendship of the young people
with contemporary political developments, deals with exclusion
and right-wing radicalism and takes a look at life in the provinces.
Gripping dialogues, convincing characters and of linguistic
quality!

For more information:
Verlagshaus Jacoby & Stuart
Foreign Rights & Licenses
Maria Holtrop
maria.holtrop@jacobystuart.de
Phone: +49 30 47 37 47 920
www.jacobystuart.de

Thomas Harding

Future History 2050

Nominated
for
the German
Youth Litera
ture
Prize

It is the year 2020 and a researcher finds
a stack of notebooks in a Berlin archive.
He starts reading and is shocked to find
that this is the history of the next thirty
years. Could this really be the story of the future?
In the front of the first notebook there is a message from the
„interviewer“, a teenager named Billy, explaining that the pages
contain transcripts of conversations with her grandmother
Nancy, recorded in the year 2050. We hear about the great
climate SHOCK which has terrible consequences for humanity.
We learn about the era of failed populist rule, which is replaced
by the unelected “Ethnarchs”. There are extraordinary new
fashions, a new religion and a new kind of mass entertainment.
As she reports these tumultuous changes, Billy also makes
comments about her own life, revealing that she is in the middle
of her very own real drama: she is in serious trouble with the
security police. If she wants to change the past to save the
future, she has to hurry…
From the press:
Harding and the illustrator Florian Toperngpong provide plausible
reasonings of what the future will bring, but never in a precocious
or self-righteous way. The message of the book (and the book
itself) is thoroughly entertaining and gripping at the same time.
I label this book already now (in the year 2020) a library-classic,
which it will definitely be in the year 2050.
Bernd Graff, Süddeutsche Zeitung,
Future History 2050 is as fascinatingly imaginative as it is
terrifyingly realistic, especially because the pseudo-documentary
form makes it clear that the real problem lies in the human ability
to come to terms with and focus only on one‘s own everyday life.
Kathrin Köller, Eselsohr

192 pages, hardcover
14,2 x 21 cm
Documentation by
Florian Toperngpong
From 14 years onwards
French rights (Seuil Jeunesse)
and North American Rights
(Groundwook Books) sold,
all other rights available.
English translation available
The illustrator:
Florian Toperngpong studied
graphic design and subsequently
received a FABRICA grant for
visual communication and
creative writing in Italy. The
freelance graphic artist is an
associate member of Club of
Rome‘s Think Tank 30. He is also a
lecturer at the Academy of Design
in Regensburg. His most recent
book was published in 2019 in
Germany. He lives with his family
in Regensburg.

From the Jury:
In the style of a documentation, Harding‘s dystopian text [...]
shows how far-reaching an irresponsible action can have on
climate issues. For Billy, the notes are history, for today‘s readers
they are a glimpse into a possible future. Above all, however, they
are an intelligently arranged and aesthetically impressive hybrid
text that questions the insistence on one‘s own comfort zone.
Thomas Harding, born in 1968, comes from an English family with Berlin
roots. He studied anthropology and political science at Corpus Christi College,
Cambridge. The journalist and author writes for newspapers such as the
Guardian, the Sunday Times, the Independent or the Financial Times. His
books like Hanns and Rudolf or House by the lake have been translated into
more than 16 languages, and have won several prices. Today he lives with his
family in Hampshire / England.

For more information:
Verlagshaus Jacoby & Stuart
Foreign Rights & Licenses
Maria Holtrop
maria.holtrop@jacobystuart.de
Phone: +49 30 47 37 47 920
www.jacobystuart.de

